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MISE AU POINT DE NOUVEAUX PRODUITS DE LA TECHNOLOGIE NUCLEAIRE CANADIENNE

par

S.R. Hatcher et R.B. Lyon

RESUME

En 1985, le gouverneraent f6de>al a rSatfirmi son soutien du
programme de Recherche et De'veloppement nucle'aires mais a indiqu6 que les
autres bê nef iciaires du programme devraient contribuer a son financement.
Done, avant 1990, le gouvernement fe'de'ral aura re'duit son soutien financier
du niveau de 200 millions $ de 1935 au niveau de 100 millions $ (dollar a la
valeur de 1985).

Pour satisfaire le besoin d'une base de financement plus
importante, on a reorganise1 la Socle'te de Recherche de l'EACL pour qu'elle
devienne plus sensible a ses commanditaires et clients. Bien que le soutien
du programme d'energie nucle'aire CANDU reste de loin notre plus grande
activite de RD, nous avons mis en place un systeme complet de creation de
nouvelles affaires et act.ivite's commerciales. Son but est de produire des
recettes commerciales en executant des travaux contractuels de RD, donnant
des licences d'utilisation de technologie, participant a des entreprises en
commun et lancant des compagnles de'rive'es. La pre"sente communication donne
des exemples de possibility commerciales de ce genre.

Les exemples de'montrent qu'on peut appliquer la forte base de
recherche et deVeloppement de 1'EACL ne'eessaire pour assurer la disponibilite
permanente de l'e'nergie nucle'aire, comme choix 6nergetique pour le Canada
dans les anne'es a venir; elle peut servir a r^aliser des produits connexes
qu'on peut exploiter pour aider a stimuler l'e'conomie du Canada et require sa
balance commerciale de'ficitaire dans le secteur des produits de haute
technologie.
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ABSTRACT

In 1985, the Federal Government reaffirmed its support for AECL's nuc'\ear
research and development program but indicated that the other beneficiaries
of the program should contribute to the funding. Consequently, by 1990, the
Federal Government will have reduced its support from the 1985 level of $200
million, to $100 million (1985 dollars).

To meet the need for a broadened funding base, AECL Research Company has
been restructured to become more responsive to our sponsors and customers.
Although supporting the CANDU nuclear power program remains by far our
largest R&D activity, we have put in place a comprehensive process for
generating new business and commercial activities. This process is designed
to produce commercial return by performing contract R&D, licensing
technology, participating in joint ventures, and by launching spin-off
companies. Examples of such business opportunities are presented in the
paper.

The examples demonstrate that AECL's strong research and development base,
needed to ensure the continuing availability of nuclear energy as an energy
option for Canada in the coming years, can be applied to generate related
products that can be exploited to help stimulate the Canadian economy, and
to reduce the country's trade deficit in high technology products.
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1. INTRODUCTION

AECL's Research Company is the second largest research organization in
Canada, employing over 1600 scientists, engineers and technologists.
Historically, it has been the cornerstone of Canada's nuclear industry.
Without its programs, there would be no technological depth to sustain the
industry, no R&D response capability to deal with problems in operating
plants, and no centre of excellence in basic and applied nuclear science and
engineering to generate new products and services for the future benefit of
the industry.

Over the past decade, the climate in which the Research Company operates has
changed significantly as a result of changes in the market for nuclear
reactors and the decline in funding support from the Federal Government.

A major part of the Research Company's response to the changed environment
is the development of new products and services. This paper illustrates,
with examples, how well this response is succeeding.

2. THE CHANGED ENVIRONMENT

As a result of the world recession, which led to an over-supply of
electricity generating capacity, suppliers of nuclear and fossil-fired power
plants have been in a severe business crisis for several years, and there
will be several more difficult years before orders for generating stations
increase significantly. It is difficult for any industry to maintain a
major R&D program in the face of such a shrinking workload. Yet the need
for innovation and revitaiization by introduction of new products and
services is never greater than when an industry is in a recession.

It is also clear that Canada is well behind other industrially developed
countries in the international effort to secure high technology markets.
Canada's trade balance in manufactured products has been negative throughout
most of the last decade. High technology products stand out as the largest
component of this deficit. Using the new categorization of high technology
products recently adopted by Statistics Canada (See Statistics Canada
Service Bulletin Vol.11, No.2, March 1987) the trade deficit in high
technology products has remained at about $6 billion for the last several
years. (Figure 1).

At the same time, the Federal Government is determined to reduce the federal
deficit by reducing costs and by moving more government activities into the
private sector.

In 1985, the Federal Government reaffirmed its belief that AECL's nuclear
research and development program is fundamentally important to Canada, and
committed to continue to provide funding for it. However, the government
also indicated that the other beneficiaries of the program should contribute
to the funding. By 1990, the Federal Government will have reduced its
funding from the 1985 level of $200 million to $100 million (1985 dollars).
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FIGURE 1 - CANADIAN BALANCE OF TRADE IN
HIGH TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS

3. AECL RESEARCH COMPANY'S RESPONSE TO THE CHANGED ENVIRONMENT

The need for the Research Company to change in response to a changing
environment was recognized as long ago as 1980 when an increasing emphasis
began to be placed on commercial activities and new business development.
In 1984, the need for changes in the Research Company's structure had become
apparent and a task force was set up to examine its organization and to
recommend a plan of action. The task force recognized the excellence of the
Research Company's programs and the importance of maintaining the CANDU
option. Securing new funding sources to replace the lost federal funding
was seen to be critical. Their principal recommendation was to continue to
expand the Research Company's commercial and new business development
activities. A major restructuring of the Company was recommended to
strengthen its capability for these thrusts. AECL's Corporate management
and the Board of Directors accepted the task force recommendations and, by
February 1986, the restructuring had been completed.

The new Research Company structure is based on four R&D Program
Responsibility Centres or PRCs, each headed by a Vice-President.
is responsible for R&D activities in a specific area:

Each PRC
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Reactor Development
Waste Management
Radiation Applications and Isotopes
Physics and Health Sciences

These PRCs have a Company-wide outlook, rather than a site focus, and each
PRC has activities at both Research Company laboratories: Chalk River and
Whiteshell.

The PRCs are supported by Site Support Service (SSS) groups at each site
that operate the major facilities and provide common services. As much as
possible, the latter groups operate on a cost recovery basis, subcontracting
to the PRCs.

To support the thrust for new commercial work and new business development,
a cross-Company business network has been established. New Idea Offices and
"think tank" groups at the research sites provide a supportive environment
to nurture new ideas. Each PRC and SSS group supports a Business
Development Office and a Commercial Office. Although the boundary is
diffuse, the Business Development Offices are primarily concerned with new
products and services that can be established as stand-alone businesses or
product lines, to be spun out or to be operated as profit centres within the
laboratories, while the Commercial Offices are primarily concerned with the
sale of products and services, e.g. isotopes and contract R&D, from within
the existing organization.

Locating these groups within the PRC/SSS organizations guarantees that the
resources are committed to these activities. The Vice-Presidents of the
PRCs and the General Managers of the SSSs, through the Business Development
Offices, act as "venture capitalists", funding their most promising new
opportunities.

The Head Office Business Development group provides overall policy
direction, assists in external market assessment, participates in deciding
the appropriate mode of exploitation, and facilitates communication and
cooperation between PRCs and SSSs and other units of AECL.

The "Business Development Process" is illustrated in Figure 2. New ideas
arise throughout the Research Company and reach the Business Development
Offices, either directly or after being "nurtured" in one of the New Idea
Offices or think tank groups. The concepts are then evaluated by the
Business Development Managers. Consideration is given to such factors as
scientific feasibility, compatibility with AECL objectives and skills, and
market prospects. Ideas passing the first screen enter the business
evaluation stage, where more detailed market analysis is carried out and
technical development requirements are identified. Following the business
evaluation stage, a decision is taken to exploit the venture through a
Commercial Office or as a New Business Opportunity.

Business opportunities are developed by Business Opportunity Development
(BOD) teams. The objective of a BOD-team is to produce a mini-business plan
and recommend whether the new business opportunity should be exploited as an
internal profit centre or as a potential spin-off opportunity. A spin-off
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opportunity could either be immediate, or could require longer-term
incubation by a Business Unit if a significant investment has to be made to
demonstrate the technology.

Business Units are separate entities that act and function as independent
embryonic businesses. This approach fosters an independent business
attitude and approach that will lead eventually to spin-off as a separate
business. The Business Units "contract" directly with the rest of the
Research Company for R&D services, and report through the Vice-President,
Business Development.

The process is designed as a route to business success where entrepreneurs,
managers, scientists, and technical staff can prove and develop ideas.
Investment is gradually increased as market and technical development
increase the chance of success.

New Idea
Generation

Business
Evaluation

BOD
Team

(Commercial)Business
Opportunity
Development

Business
unit

Business
Incubation

FIGURE 2 - THE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

4. THE SOURCE OF NEW PRODUCTS - AECL RESEARCH COMPANY'S TECHNOLOGICAL
BASE

A multi-disciplinary capability in R&D has long been a characteristic of
AECL's Research Company. The technological base has been built over the



past several decades to support the Canadian nuclear industry. The Research
Company's skills cover a wide range. They include general scientific
disciplines, such as chemistry, physics, electrochemistry, and computer
science; and engineering disciplines, such as design, project management,
quality assurance, computer modelling, and risk and reliability analysis.
The current structural units - the Program Responsibility Centres - provide
a convenient basis for categorization:

The Reactor Development PRC has skills in heat transfer and fluid flow,
reactor physics, metallurgy, non-destructive testing, mechanical components,
instrumentation, and a wide range of other applied sciences. Problems with
activity transport at the Douglas Point Generating Station have led to
programs in corrosion and process chemistry control. Performance of
materials and structures in reactors has necessitated understanding the
physical effects of radiation, and the need to ensure safe, economic
operation of reactors has led to the development of skills in system
optimization and safety analysis. The development of UCL fuel has resulted
in a strong capability in ceramics.

The Waste Management PRC has established capabilities in a host of
geosciences, including field research and computer modelling in
hydrogeology, geochemistry and geophysics, dispersion of materials in the
environment, and risk assessment. Corrosion in geological environments and
a full suite of waste management site evaluation and characterization
technologies add to the list.

AECL Research Company continues to fulfill a "National Laboratory" role with
the research and development performed within the Physics and Health
Sciences PRC. Included are theoretical and experimental physics programs
and programs directed towards protecting man and the environment. These
latter programs have been in place since the early days of the nuclear
industry and include environmental research, the studies of the biological
effects of radiation and, derived from that interest, more general research
programs and biotechnology. Neutron diffraction techniques developed for
studying the physics of the solid state are now being used to measure
internal strains in industrial components.

The research activities of the Radiation Applications and Isotopes PRC
include accelerator development, research into chemical and physical isotope
separation methods, radiation processing, and the development of tritium
handling technology for fission and fusion systems.

AECL Research Company has in place major research facilities and
laboratories. Research reactors and associated facilities such as hot cells
figure prominently. Other large-scale facilities include reactor
containment test facilities, thermal hydraulic test loops, the Tandem
Accelerator Superconducting Cyclotron, and the Underground Research
Laboratory near the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment. A number of
field geoscience research areas have also been established in Ontario and
Manitoba as part of the waste management research programs. Smaller scale
facilities include laboratories with sophisticated tools for materials
testing, analytical and physical chemistry, mechanical component development
and testing, and medical biophysics.
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AECL Research Company thus has a resource of technologies, skills and
facilities, unsurpassed in Canada in its breadth and depth, that provides an
extensive base for the development of new products and services.

5. EXAMPLES OF NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

New business opportunities span a wide range in their stages of development
and maturity, from those that are no more than ideas to Business Units
(incubating businesses) that are funded at a level of several million
dollars per year.

There are four fully-operational Business Units:

The Accelerator Business Unit is developing technology and opening up new
applications for radiation processing using electron linear accelerators.
These electron radiation sources have the capability of satisfying a large
potential demand that could be generated by the growth of new markets in the
irradiation of plastics, bulk products, and food. They will complement
AECL's isotope irradiators in traditional-use areas, where logistics,
technical and market requirements and throughputs are favourable.

In order to support the development of new radiation applications, a pilot
scale irradiator has recently been unveiled as a product. Called the
1-10/1, I for industrial, 10 for a beam energy of 10 MeV and 1 for a power
level of 1 kW, it is intended for national, university, and industrial
development laboratories. The first unit is to be installed in AECL's new
Radiation Applications Laboratory at the Whitesheli Nuclear Research
Establishment.

A 50 kW accelerator is currently being built at Chalk River, as a high power
demonstration of an industrial-scale machine.

The Local Energy Systems Business Unit is working towards the launch of an
independent business based on the development, demonstration, operation and
marketing, on a world-wide basis, of a mix of local energy systems derived
from AECL's nuclear technology. The current focus is on the SLOWPOKE Energy
System arid the Nuclear Battery.

The SLOWPOKE Energy System is based or, the successful SLOWPOKE research
reactor. Since the early 70's, eight SLOWPOKE low power research reactors
have been put into operation, including six at Canadian universities. These
reactors, all located in urban centres, have accumulated a total of 68
reactor-years of operation. They are the only reactors in the world
licensed for unattended operation.

In 1984, a substantially larger heating reactor program was initiated to
confirm that the safety principles for the research reactor can be
incorporated into larger sized units. This new product is a 10 MW p^l-type
heating reactor for use by institutions and building complexes. In diis
size range, the unit is capable of heating 1000 apartments and can be
considered from an operational point of view much like the oil or natural
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gas fired boilers it is designed to replace. A demonstration unit will be
commissioned at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment this summer.

A further necessary step is establishment of public and regulatory
acceptance within an urban community. It is planned to start this process
in the near future. A thorough consultation program, in accordance with the
guidelines of the Atomic Energy Control Board's licensing process, and the
environmental impact assessment required by the federal Environmental
Assessment Review Office, will be undertaken.

As well as being a major energy innovation in Canada, the installation of a
system at a candidate site will be important proof of the technology in
offshore markets where there is considerable interest in the SLOWPOKE Energy
System.

The Nuclear Battery is a graphite-moderated reactor designed for unattended
electricity production. It is at an earlier stage of development. Like
SLOWPOKE, it has intrinsic self-regulating characteristics that would
prevent self-inflicted damage by excessive heat production, and it has high
thermal-to-electric conversion efficiency. The initial load of fuel will
last for 20 years and can be easily removed as a sealed unit for disposal.
As a single unit, it is ideally suited to supplying electrical loads from 40
to 400kW. A cooperative R&D program is currently being undertaken with Los
Alamos Nuclear Laboratories to develop this product.

The Research Reactor Business Unit is developing and marketing
high-performance, modest-cost research reactors. These are based on the
MAPLE family of multi-purpose reactors and associated research reactor
equipment and facilities. This family of reactors has been designed
specifically to generate unusually strong neutron fluxes per unit power
output, for a variety of practical purposes, such as radioisotope
production, sensitive chemical analysis via neutron activation, and applied
and basic research using extracted neutron beams. Several versions of MAPLE
have been designed with rated thermal power outputs in the range from one to
thirty MW.

The MAPLE reactors achieve superior performance by coupling a compact, light
water cooled and moderated core with a spacious, efficient heavy water
reflector. This provides strong fluxes of fast and partially thermalized
neutrons in and near the core for materials damage studies and production of
certain radioisotopes. High quality fluxes of thermal neutrons are also
provided to a variety of horizontal beam tubes and vertical irradiation
channels that may be installed within the heavy water tank.

The MAPLE reactor is highly competitive. The Korean Advanced Energy
Research Institute (KAERI) endorsed MAPLE as the preferred Multipurpose
Research Reactor (MRR) concept for Korea over strong competition from a
number of other countries. An extensive joint AECL/KAERI program on the MRR
for Korea has been underway since 1985.

The SENSYS Business Unit is the most recently-formed Business Unit. Its
mission is to develop and apply intelligent sensor systems. Its initial
objective is to exploit, commercially, on-line sensors and instruments that
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indicate the condition of machinery while operating. The first product line
is based on an instrument, FERROSCAN, that detects ferromagnetic wear debris
in lubricating circuits and so predicts the incipient failure of machinery.
FERROSCAN was originally developed to monitor the transport of corrosion
products in reactor primary circuits. The SENSYS group have rented space in
the outskirts of Ottawa (Nepean) and have set up shop to manufacture and
market FERROSCAN units. The first products are currently being field
tested.

The Bubble-Detector Business Unit is developing a prospective business based
on a novel, low-cost radiation detector in which neutrons or gamma rays
produce bubbles at nucleation sites in a polymer. This opportunity has
arisen from the need to monitor radiation dose in the operation of reactors
and accelerators. The group has already made a number of sales in North
America and Europe and anticipates spinning off as a business separate from
AECL, sometime this year.

AECL developed hydrophobic or wet-proofed catalysts to recombine hydrogen
and oxygen in reactor systems. Electrolyser Co. has been licensed to use
the catalysts for heavy water enrichment, and Sultzer Co. for tritium
extraction from heavy water. A licensee for hydrogen/oxygen recombiner
technology is now being sought. An internal profit centre has recently been
established to commercially exploit a variety of other applications of the
technology including, for example, a carbon monoxide detector for which a
joint-venture relationship with a Canadian company is being explored.

The Fluid Seal Technology Unit operates as a profit centre to supply pump
seal technology, originally developed for CANDU, to other nuclear systems.
They have also been active in non-nuclear areas, including doing work for
Morton Thiokol to perform specific development tasks directly related to the
qualification of a redesigned 0-ring seal for the solid rocket booster for
the NASA space shuttle.

In the course of performing R&D, the Research Company has developed a number
of specialized instruments which are potential new products. Borehole
packer systems, developed as part of the Waste Management Program, have
already been licensed to a Canadian company. Long-established programs in
environmental research and protection have resulted in a nuinber of
instrumentation systems for environmental protection and pollution
abatement. An outside consultant with experience in the marketplace has
been engaged to develop the business opportunity that these instruments
represent. A further significant opportunity that is being pursued in this
area involves applying electrical scrubbing technology, developed to remove
radioactive iodine from air in reactor containment buildings, to the removal
of SOp and NOx from stack gases.

A very powerful non-aestructive examination technique is neutron
diffraction. This has been applied in Research Company to measure residual
and applied strains, crystallographic texture and temperature, and ^o
identify minority phases. Residual stresses can be deduced from strain
measurements. The unique advantage of neutron diffraction stems from the
high penetration of the neutron. As a result, measurements of strain and
texture can be made well below the surface of a component in a completely
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non-destructive manner and in three dimensions. Work has been done for a
number of industrial customers, including the measurement of residual strain
in pipeline welds.

Very recently, following the announcement that superconductivity could be
obtained at higher temperatures, some experimental quantities of
superconducting ceramics were produced at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories. The crystal structure of these and of samples from other
laboratories were examined using CRNL's neutron diffraction equipment.
Several Canadian companies and universities have been contacted so that the
Research Company's activities and interest in fabrication and inspection
techniques can be coordinated with those of other groups in Canada.

Interest in Computerized Tomography (CT) imaging, resulting originally from
the development of a brain scanner by AECL's Radiochemical Company, has been
developed further by the Research Company for the non-destructive inspection
of materials and components. These inspection services are available to
industrial and research firms who can benefit from images of internal
structure to improve, for example, production processes or quality control.

CT imaging has also been applied in a crosshole seismic approach to map
fracture zones in geological formations as part of the Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management program, and test surveys have been done to track fire fronts in
oil sands mining in Alberta. This service is now offered to petroleum,
mining, and heavy construction industries where specific and detailed
information on subsurface fracture zones is required.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Canada needs a strong R&D base if nuclear energy is to be maintained as a
viable energy option for the future, and if it is to continue to compete
internationally. The AECL Research Company is uniquely situated to provide
this resource. With the commitment of AECL, the federal and provincial
governments, and the utilities, the Research Company can play a major role
in sustaining the Canadian nuclear industry and in stimulating the Canadian
economy.

To meet the changing environment in which it operates, and in line with the
increasing emphasis being given to R&D by governments in Canada, AECL's
Research Company is taking major initiatives in commercial and new business
development activities. These thrusts are aimed at maintaining R&D support
for the CANDU system, to which three Canadian provinces and four foreign
countries have made major commitments, and strengthening Canada's position
in the critical high technology export field.
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